
Upcoming Events  
   

25 February: Health communication 

for Chinese seniors in New Zealand” 

Seminar, 12:00-1:00, School of 

Physiotherapy, Seminar room. See 

website for info on joining remotely.    

21 February. Partnered National 

Science Challenge Ageing 

Well/CARE SNAP event. This “road 

show” will focus on research impacts 

and what they mean to stakeholders, 

researchers and communities. This 

event will be hosted at the Age 

Concern Otago Octagon Club. 

Early February. Call for applications 

for student funding. CARE will 

award $6,000 in total for conference 

attendance and contestable funding. 

See our website for updates. 

Director’s Notes  
Associate Professor Debra Waters  

Happy New Year! CARE had 

a productive 2016. Aside from 

the numerous publications by 

our membership, we’ve also 

become a research theme, and 

began partnering with the 

Ageing Well National Science 

Challenge and the New 

Zealand Association of 

Gerontology. We look 

forward to an active and 

productive 2017 that builds 

our student research section, 

links within the community, 

and finds new ways to 

connect with our wider CARE 

network.  

The beginning of the year 

seemed like a good time to 

give a bit of history about  

 

 

CARE and how it has 

evolved. CARE  started 

in 2011 as the Network 

of Ageing Researchers 

Otago University. We 

applied and were 

successful in joining the 

International Association 

of Geriatrics and 

Gerontology, and the 

Global Aging Research 

Network. Our network 

continued to grow and in 

2013, we became known as 

the Collaboration of Ageing 

Research Excellence (CARE). 

In 2015, we applied for 

Research Theme status at the 

University of Otago, a very 

competitive process, which 

was successful in 2016. We 

currently have over 70 

network members.  Keep an 

eye on our webpage to stay  

current! We will be 

periodically asking for news 

and updates from our 

membership to celebrate 

individual and group 

achievements and success in 

2017 and beyond.  

“We will be periodically asking for news and 

updates from our membership to celebrate 

individual and group achievements and success 

in 2017 and beyond.”   
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One of CARE’s focuses in 

2017 is to get students 

involved in research about 

older adults. Rebecca Abey is 

a PhD student, studying with 

the department of medicine in 

Christchurch, supervised by 

Tim Wilkinson, Hamish 

Jamieson and Philip Schluter. 

Her research title is 

“Predictors of Major Injuries 

in Older People at Home”.  

 

Currently, Rebecca also has a 

role as the student liaison for 

CARE. She keeps in touch 

with interested students, and 

relays student information  

 

 

 

and ideas to CARE via her 

participation in our regular 

Steering Committee meetings. 

Troy Ruhe was an HRC 

funded summer student with 

CARE in 2015, and is 

currently finishing his 

Masters with Lynette Jones in 

the School of Physical 

Education at Otago. Troy is 

writing up his project on falls 

screening in Pacific Peoples, 

as well as working with 

Rebecca Abey as a student 

participant with CARE. 

Kathrine Bjerregaard Nielsen, 

is a third-year PhD student  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Featured CARE Network Member 
CARE Deputy Director Fiona Doolan-Noble has had a busy year 

  

The Student Power of CARE 
Rebecca Abey and Troy Ruhe are helping to expand CARE’s reach 

Fiona works as a Senior 

Research Fellow within the 

Department of General 

Practice and Rural Health.  

One of her key interests is 

ensuring equitable access to 

timely, high quality care for 

those living in rural areas. 

This is an increasing challenge 

when considered in parallel to 

the distribution of the 

healthcare workforce.   

Since 2007, Fiona has been 

working with a group of lay 

“navigators” on the West 

Coast of the South Island. She 

has been exploring the ways 

they can enhance coordinated 

care in their community for 

those with complex health 

and social care needs, and 

reduce workforce burn-out by 

taking over some of the tasks 

that do not require a health 

professional.   

Aside from publishing several 

journal articles in 2016, Fiona 

a  

 

 

spent a month in Washington 

DC, working with the 

American Association of 

Family Physicians, looking at 

aspects of the lay workforce. 

Fiona is also keen to explore 

how rurality influences the 

lives of older adults, and how 

the rural ageing experiences 

compare to urban ones, in 

order to gain a better 

understanding of how best to 

respond to the health and social 

care needs of this population 

group. 

in the department of 

Physiology, supervised by 

Phil Sheard. Katherine has 

recently received funding 

from CARE to attend the 

International Conference on 

Frailty and Sarcopenia Research 

in Barcelona this April. Her 

PhD thesis is entitled, “A role 

for exercise in age-related loss 

of muscle mass”. 

CARE thanks all these 

students for their 

contributions, which helps 

raise the domestic and 

international profile of CARE. 

We look forward to working 

with more students in 2017. 
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